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Access to learning materials has been an issue within education that has had a profound impact on student outcomes
and equality among students. New strategies for promoting more equal access to these materials began within
institutions of higher learning and can be adapted at lower levels to facilitate equity within educational systems. Open
Educational Resources (OER) Pedagogy and Practices is a comprehensive research publication that explores open
access to educational materials and its impact on educational cost, educational equity, and poverty. Featuring a range of
topics such as instructional design, pedagogy, and gamification, this book is essential for teachers, curriculum
developers, instructional designers, principals, school boards, educational professionals, academicians, professors,
administrators, educational policymakers, researchers, and educational agencies.
Emily Dickinson and Walt Whitman are widely acknowledged as two of America’s foremost nature poets, primarily due to
their explorations of natural phenomena as evocative symbols for cultural developments, individual experiences, and
poetry itself. Yet for all their metaphorical suggestiveness, Dickinson’s and Whitman’s poems about the natural world
neither preclude nor erase nature’s relevance as an actual living environment. In their respective poetic projects, the
earth matters both figuratively, as a realm of the imagination, and also as the physical ground that is profoundly affected
by human action. This double perspective, and the ways in which it intersects with their formal innovations, points
beyond their traditional status as curiously disparate icons of American nature poetry. That both of them not only
approach nature as an important subject in its own right, but also address human-nature relationships in ethical terms,
invests their work with important environmental overtones. Dickinson and Whitman developed their environmentally
suggestive poetics at roughly the same historical moment, at a time when a major shift was occurring in American
culture’s view and understanding of the natural world. Just as they were achieving poetic maturity, the dominant view of
wilderness was beginning to shift from obstacle or exploitable resource to an endangered treasure in need of
conservation and preservation. A Place for Humility examines Dickinson’s and Whitman’s poetry in conjunction with
this important change in American environmental perception, exploring the links between their poetic projects within the
context of developing nineteenth-century environmental thought. Christine Gerhardt argues that each author's poetry
participates in this shift in different but related ways, and that their involvement with their culture’s growing
environmental sensibilities constitutes an important connection between their disparate poetic projects. There may be
few direct links between Dickinson’s “letter to the World” and Whitman’s “language experiment,” but via a web of
environmentally-oriented discourses, their poetry engages in a cultural conversation about the natural world and the
possibilities and limitations of writing about it—a conversation in which their thematic and formal choices meet on a
surprising number of levels.
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The International Encyclopedia of Human Geography provides an authoritative and comprehensive source of information
on the discipline of human geography and its constituent, and related, subject areas. The encyclopedia includes over
1,000 detailed entries on philosophy and theory, key concepts, methods and practices, biographies of notable
geographers, and geographical thought and praxis in different parts of the world. This groundbreaking project covers
every field of human geography and the discipline’s relationships to other disciplines, and is global in scope, involving
an international set of contributors. Given its broad, inclusive scope and unique online accessibility, it is anticipated that
the International Encyclopedia of Human Geography will become the major reference work for the discipline over the
coming decades. The Encyclopedia will be available in both limited edition print and online via ScienceDirect - featuring
extensive browsing, searching, and internal cross-referencing between articles in the work, plus dynamic linking to
journal articles and abstract databases, making navigation flexible and easy. For more information, pricing options and
availability visit http://info.sciencedirect.com/content/books/ref_works/coming/ Available online on ScienceDirect and in
limited edition print format Broad, interdisciplinary coverage across human geography: Philosophy, Methods, People,
Social/Cultural, Political, Economic, Development, Health, Cartography, Urban, Historical, Regional Comprehensive and
unique - the first of its kind in human geography
There is a perennial gap between theory and practice, between academia and active professionals in the field of disaster
management. This gap means that valuable lessons are not learned and people die or suffer as a result. This book opens
a dialogue between theory and practice. It offers vital lessons to practitioners from scholarship on natural hazards,
disaster risk management and reduction and developments studies, opening up new insights in accessible language
with practical applications. It also offers to academics the insights of the enormous experience practitioners have
accumulated, highlighting gaps in research and challenging assumptions and theories against the reality of experience.
Disaster Management covers issues in all phases of the disaster cycle: preparedness, prevention, response and
recovery. It also addresses cross-cutting issues including political, economic and social factors that influence
differential vulnerability, and key areas of practice such as vulnerability mapping, early warning, infrastructure
protection, emergency management, reconstruction, health care and education, and gender issues. The team of
international authors combine their years of experience in research and the field to offer vital lessons for practitioners,
academics and students alike.
Distance, Rating Systems and Enterprise Finance
Rediscovering Geography
The Extraordinary Geographies of Everyday Life
The Politics of Human Vulnerability to Climate Change
Participatory Action Research Approaches and Methods
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As political, economic, and environmental issues increasingly spread across the globe,
the science of geography is being rediscovered by scientists, policymakers, and educators
alike. Geography has been made a core subject in U.S. schools, and scientists from a
variety of disciplines are using analytical tools originally developed by geographers.
Rediscovering Geography presents a broad overview of geography's renewed importance in a
changing world. Through discussions and highlighted case studies, this book illustrates
geography's impact on international trade, environmental change, population growth,
information infrastructure, the condition of cities, the spread of AIDS, and much more.
The committee examines some of the more significant tools for data collection, storage,
analysis, and display, with examples of major contributions made by geographers.
Rediscovering Geography provides a blueprint for the future of the discipline,
recommending how to strengthen its intellectual and institutional foundation and meet the
demand for geographic expertise among professionals and the public.
Bangladesh is currently ranked as one of the most climate vulnerable countries in the
world. In Threatening Dystopias, Kasia Paprocki investigates the politics of climate
change adaptation throughout the South Asian nation. Drawing on ethnographic and archival
fieldwork, she engages with developers, policy makers, scientists, farmers, and rural
migrants to show how Bangladeshi and global elites ignore the history of landscape
transformation and its attendant political conflicts. Paprocki looks at how groups craft
economic narratives and strategies that redistribute power and resources away from
peasant communities. Although these groups claim that increased production of export
commodities will reframe the threat of climate change into an opportunity for economic
development and growth, the reality is not so simple. For the country's rural poor, these
promises ring hollow. As development dispossesses the poor from agrarian livelihoods,
outmigration from peasant communities leads to precarious existences in urban centers.
And a vision of development in which urbanization and export-led growth are both
desirable and inevitable is not one the land and its people can sustain. Threatening
Dystopias shows how a powerful rural movement, although hampered by an all-consuming
climate emergency, is seeking climate justice in Bangladesh.
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Using the story of the “West and the world” as itsbackdrop, this book provides for
beginning students a clear andconcise introduction to Human Geography, including its
keyconcepts, seminal thinkers and their theories, contemporarydebates, and celebrated
case studies. Introduces and applies the basic concepts of human geography inclear,
concise, and engaging prose Explores the significance of the rise, reign, and faltering
ofthe West from around the fifteenth century in the shaping of thekey demographic,
environmental, social, economic, political, andcultural processes active in the world
today Addresses important thinkers, debates, and theories in anaccessible manner with a
focus on discerning the inherent Westernbias in human geographical ideas Incorporates
case studies that explore human geographies whichare being made in both Western and non
Western regions, includingLatin America, Africa and Asia. Is written so as to be
accessible to students and containschapter learning objectives, checklists of key ideas,
chapter essayquestions, zoom in boxes, guidance for further reading and a bookglossary.
Accompanied by a website at ahref="http://bcs.wiley.com/hebcs/Books?action=index&itemId=1118451503&bcsId=8984"www.wiley.com/go/boyle/afeaturing,
for students, tutorial exercises, bonus zoom in boxes,links to further learning resources
and biographies of keythinkers, and for instructors, further essay questions,
multiplechoice exam questions, and ppt lecture slides for eachchapter.
This text provides an essential reference handbook for students of geography and related
social sciences. • Contains more than 30 illustrations, comprising images, maps, charts
and graphs • Features sidebars that highlight and explain specific topics or provide
biographical sketches of key figures in the history of geographic thought • Detailed
entries cover the most essential concepts of geography as an academic discipline
Voluminous States
How to Make a Curriculum
Disaster Management
Teaching School Subjects 11-19
An Introduction
Open Educational Resources (OER) Pedagogy and Practices
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How do human beings comprehend, evaluate, and utilize the physical environments they inhabit? In this edited volume, a
distinguished group of international contributors examines in detail the interconnections between what we know about, feel,
and hope to accomplish in real world environments. Psychologists, planners, architects, and geographers discuss the state of
knowledge in environmental cognition, building and landscape assessment, aesthetics, and decision-making. Gaps in our
thinking about environmental issues are also discussed. The authors present an analysis of how our knowledge can be utilized
in the design and planning of settings better suited to human needs. Of interest to psychologists, geographers, and
environmental designers, Environment, Cognition, and Action examines the dynamic interplay of assessment, knowledge, and
action of people in all settings relevant to daily life -- home, school, office and industry.
Participatory Action Research (PAR) approaches and methods have seen an explosion of recent interest in the social and
environmental sciences. PAR involves collaborative research, education and action which is oriented towards social change,
representing a major epistemological challenge to mainstream research traditions. It has recently been the subject of heated
critique and debate and rapid theoretical and methodological development. This book captures these developments, exploring
the justification, theorisation, practice and implications of PAR. It offers a critical introduction to understanding and
working with PAR in different social, spatial and institutional contexts. The authors engage with PAR’s radical potential,
while maintaining a critical awareness of its challenges and dangers. The book is divided into three parts. The first part
explores the intellectual, ethical and pragmatic contexts of PAR; the development and diversity of approaches to PAR; recent
poststructuralist perspectives on PAR as a form of power; the ethic of participation; and issues of safety and well-being. Part
two is a critical exploration of the politics, places and practices of PAR. Contributors draw on diverse research experiences
with differently situated groups and issues including environmentally sustainable practices, family livelihoods, sexual health,
gendered experiences of employment, and specific communities such as people with disabilities, migrant groups, and young
people. The principles, dilemmas and strategies associated with participatory approaches and methods including
diagramming, cartographies, art, theatre, photovoice, video and geographical information systems are also discussed. Part
three reflects on how effective PAR is, including the analysis of its products and processes, participatory learning,
representation and dissemination, institutional benefits and challenges, and working between research, action, activism and
change. The authors find that a spatial perspective and an attention to scale offer helpful means of negotiating the potentials
and paradoxes of PAR. This approach responds to critiques of PAR by highlighting how the spatial politics of practising
participation can be mobilised to create more effective and just research processes and outcomes. The book adds significant
weight to the recent critical reappraisal of PAR, suggesting why, when, where and how we might take forward PAR’s
commitment to enabling collaborative social transformation. It will be particularly useful to researchers and students of
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Human Geography, Development Studies and Sociology.
Michael Kuby's 6th edition of Human Geography in Action is comprised of 14 stimulating, concept-based chapters. The text
aims to develop geographic problem-solving skills that prove valuable to readers. Each chapter begins with an introduction to
a concept, followed by a case study tying the concept into the real world and wraps up with an activity. These engaging
activities featured throughout the text further its "Do Geography" approach. Human Geography in Action provides the
opportunity to: use GIS to investigate ethnic distributions and culture regions, track the AIDS epidemic over space and time,
model interstate migration flows, simulate India’s demographic future, add new baseball franchises, animate past urban
growth and assess future growth areas.
"A refreshingly innovative approach to charting geographical knowledge. A wide range of authors trace the social
construction and contestation of geographical ideas through the sites of their production and their relational geographies of
engagement. This creative and comprehensive book offers an extremely valuable tool to professionals and students alike." Victoria Lawson, University of Washington "A Handbook that recasts geograph's history in original, thought-provoking
ways. Eschewing the usual chronological march through leading figures and big ideas, it looks at geography against the
backdrop of the places and institutional contexts where it has been produced, and the social-cum-intellectual currents
underlying some of its most important concepts." - Alexander B. Murphy, University of Oregon The SAGE Handbook of
Geographical Knowledge is a critical inquiry into how geography as a field of knowledge has been produced, re-produced,
and re-imagined. It comprises three sections on geographical orientations, geography's venues, and critical geographical
concepts and controversies. The first provides an overview of the genealogy of "geography". The second highlights the types
of spatial settings and locations in which geographical knowledge has been produced. The third focuses on venues of primary
importance in the historical geography of geographical thought. Orientations includes chapters on: Geography - the
Genealogy of a Term; Geography's Narratives and Intellectual History Geography's Venues includes chapters on: Field;
Laboratory; Observatory; Archive; Centre of Calculation; Mission Station; Battlefield; Museum; Public Sphere; Subaltern
Space; Financial Space; Art Studio; Botanical/Zoological Gardens; Learned Societies Critical concepts and controversies includes chapters on: Environmental Determinism; Region; Place; Nature and Culture; Development; Conservation;
Geopolitics; Landscape; Time; Cycle of Erosion; Time; Gender; Race/Ethnicity; Social Class; Spatial Analysis; Glaciation;
Ice Ages; Map; Climate Change; Urban/Rural. Comprehensive without claiming to be encyclopedic, textured and nuanced,
this Handbook will be a key resource for all researchers with an interest in the pasts, presents and futures of geography.
Social Science Perspectives on Climate Change
The Dictionary of Human Geography
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Human Geography in Action, Sixth Edition WileyPlus Student Package
Knowledge and Action
The Theory, Practice and Potential of Regional Development
The SAGE Handbook of Geographical Knowledge
A Dictionary of Human Geography is a brand new addition to Oxford's Paperback Reference Series,
offering over 2,000 clear and concise entries on human geography terms. From basic terms and
concepts to biographical entries, acronyms, organisations, and major periods and schools in the history
of human geography, it provides up-to-date, accurate, and accessible information. It also includes entrylevel web links that are listed and regularly updated on a dedicated companion website. This dictionary
is a reliable reference for students of human geography and ancillary subjects, for researchers and
professionals in the field, and for interested generalists.
Depending on the breadth or narrowness of the understanding of politics and the political, "politics" in
human geography is defined as either the operation of power in all social relations or the workings of
power directed to or by the state. This volume avoids the two extremes by acknowledging the
transformation of approaches to the political in human geography over the past few decades but also by
highlighting the continued importance of the more traditional state-based conception of politics. The
selected articles are clustered around six themes: new agendas in political geography, state
territoriality, international relations and globalization, internal territorial organisation and geographical
scale, social movements and electoral participation, and identities and citizenship.
This volume brings together thirty-four essays and ar- ticles by Werner J. Cahnman representing four
decades (1940-1980) of work by an extraordinary, multidisciplinary scholar. Cahnman's work
encompasses the experiences of a German Jewish refugee, an economist turned sociologist, and a
scholar of Judaism. Part 1 contains personal and autobiographical writings and includes analyses of the
cultural ambiguities of Jewish assimilation in Germany and Austria. Part 2 is devoted to sociological
essays ranging from a critical assessment of Gunnar Myrdal's landmark study of the problems of race
and democracy, An American Dilemma, to a probing look at the stigma of obesity, based on empirical
research, a subject very much in the news today and that shows Cahnman ahead of his time. Part 3
offers some of Cahnman's most perceptive essays dealing with geopolitical themes. Included are
theoretically based writings that help to clarify the methods and concepts of geopolitics, marking the
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intellectual beginnings of the global approach to world affairs. Here Cahnman broached the possibility of
a united Europe (1944), realized sixty years later in the formation of the European Union. The twelve
essays of Part 4 return to Cahnman's ever-present concern with Jews and Judaism. They present a wideranging historical-sociological view, from the Jews of Vienna in the 1930s to the American scene in the
1960s, to the still-unresolved problematics of Arab-Israeli relations, with Cahnman arguing for
coexistence and a two-state solution for Jews and Arabs. The volume, carefully selected and assembled
by the editors, presents for the first time essays representing the full range of Werner Cahnman's
scholarship and thought. It will be of interest to students of sociology, history, political science, and
Judaic studies.
With clear, critical, and constructive surveys of key terms by leading researchers in the field, The
Dictionary of Human Geography, fifth edition, remains the definitive guide to the concepts and debates
in human geography. Comprehensively revised new edition of a highly successful text with over 300 key
terms appearing for the first time Situates Human Geography within the humanities, social sciences and
sciences as a whole Written by leading experts in the field Major entries not only describe the
development of concepts, contributions and debates in Human Geography but also advance them
Features a new consolidated bibliography along with a detailed index and systematic cross-referencing
of headwords
Geographical Inequalities Between Science and Propaganda
Threatening Dystopias
Human Geography in Action
An Alternative Human Geography
A Dictionary of Human Geography
International Encyclopedia of Human Geography
This book explores common ethical issues faced by human geographers in their research. It offers practical guidance for research planning and design
that incorporates geographic disciplinary knowledge to conceptualise research ethics. The volume brings together international insights from researchers
in geography and related fields to provide a comprehensive overview of relevant ethical frameworks and challenges in human geography research. It
includes in-depth reflections on a range of ethical dilemmas that arise in certain contextual conditions and spatial constructions that face those
researching and teaching on spatial dimensions of social life. With a focus on the increased need for specialist ethics training as part of postgraduate
education in the Humanities and Social Sciences and the necessity for fostering sensitivity in cross-cultural comparative research, the book seeks to
enable people to engage in ethical decision-making and moral reasoning while conducting research. Chapters examine the implications of geographical
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research for conceptualising ethics and discuss specific case studies from which more general conclusions, linked to conceptual debates, are drawn. As a
research-based reference guide for tackling ethically sensitive projects and international differences in legal and institutional standards and
requirements, the book is useful for postgraduate and undergraduate students as well as academics teaching at senior levels.
This volume explores interdependencies between knowledge, action, and space from different interdisciplinary perspectives. Some of the contributors
discuss knowledge as a social construct based on collective action, while others look at knowledge as an individual capacity for action. The chapters
contain theoretical frameworks as well as experimental outcomes. Readers will gain insight into key questions such as: How does knowledge function as a
prerequisite for action? Why are knowledge gaps growing and not diminishing in a knowledge society? How much knowledge is necessary for action?
How do various types of knowledge influence the steps from cognition to action? How do different representations of knowledge shape action? What
impact have spatial conditions for the formation of knowledge? What is the relationship between social and geographical space? The contributors
consider rationality in social and economic theories as well as in everyday life. Attention is also given to action theoretic approaches and rationality from
the viewpoints of psychology, post-structuralism, and human geography, making this an attractive book for students, researchers and academics of
various backgrounds. This book is open access under a CC BY 4.0 license.
This work aims to provide unique insights into the multidisciplinary research on spatial disparities from an unconventional point of view. It breaks with
the conventional narrative that tends to interpret this theoretical tradition as a series of factual contributions to a better understanding of the issue.
Instead, related theories are investigated in their political, economic, and social contexts, and spatial disparity research is presented as a political
discourse. It also reveals how the propagandistic problematization or de-problematization of geographical inequalities serves the substantiation of
political goals, while taking advantage of the legitimate authority of science and the image of scientific objectivity. The book explains how the discourse
has functioned from 19th century social physics over the Cold War period up to Marxist geographies of the current neoliberal age, and in what way and
to what extent political considerations prevent related concepts producing ‘objective’ knowledge about the complex phenomenon of spatial inequalities.
Although it is generally accepted that the climate is changing for the worse and that human activities are a major contributing factor in that change,
there is still only marginal response to the challenge posed by climate change. The reasons behind this limited response are becoming clearer through the
recognition that climate change is not just a set of physical science facts, but it is also part of a series of complex social processes. Consequently, this book
is important in providing social science perspectives on a range of attempts to adjust human activity to reduce its environmental impact. These attempts
vary from the changing of the dress code in Japanese offices to the creation of zero-carbon, gated communities in Bangalore, India. Taken together, the
contributions to this book provide timely insights into the complexities of saving the planet through human endeavour. This book was originally published
as a special issue of Contemporary Social Science.
The Political Discourse of Spatial Disparities
Geography Today: An Encyclopedia of Concepts, Issues, and Technology
Society Action and Space
Foundations of Geographic Information Science
Whitman, Dickinson, and the Natural World
An Integrated Approach
Canadian regional development today involves multiple actors operating within nested scales from local to national and even international levels.
Recent approaches to making sense of this complexity have drawn on concepts such as multi-level governance, relational assets, integration,
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innovation, and learning regions. These new regionalist concepts have become increasingly global in their formation and application, yet there
has been little critical analysis of Canadian regional development policies and programs or the theories and concepts upon which many
contemporary regional development strategies are implicitly based. This volume offers the results of five years of cutting-edge empirical and
theoretical analysis of changes in Canadian regional development and the potential of new approaches for improving the well-being of Canadian
communities and regions, with an emphasis on rural regions. It situates the Canadian approach within comparative experiences and debates,
offering the opportunity for broader lessons to be learnt. This book will be of interest to policy-makers and practitioners across Canada, and in
other jurisdictions where lessons from the Canadian experience may be applicable. At the same time, the volume contributes to and updates
regional development theories and concepts that are taught in our universities and colleges, and upon which future research and analysis will
build.
As the use of geographical information systems develops apace, a significant strand of research activity is being directed to the fundamental
nature of geographic information. This volume contains a collection of essays and discussions on this theme. What is geographic information?
What fundamental principles are associated with it? How can
This original book explores the importance of geographical processes for policies and professional practices related to childhood and youth.
Contributors from a wide range of disciplinary backgrounds explore how concepts such as place, scale, mobility and boundary-making are
important for policies and practices in diverse contexts. Chapters present both comprehensive cutting-edge academic research and critical
reflections by practitioners working in diverse contexts, giving the volume wide appeal. The focus on the role of geographical processes in
policies and professional practices that affect young people provides new, critical insights into contemporary issues and debates. The
contributions show how local and national concerns remain central to many youth programmes; they also highlight how youth policies are
becoming increasingly globalised. Examples are taken from the UK, the Americas and Africa. The chapters are informed by and advance
contemporary theoretical approaches in human geography, sociology, anthropology and youth work, and will be of interest to academics and
higher-level students in those disciplines. The book will also appeal to policy-makers and professionals who work with young people, encouraging
them to critically reflect upon the role of geographical processes in their own work.
An innovative introduction to Human Geography, exploring different ways of studying the relationships between people and place, and putting
people at the centre of human geography. The book covers behavioural, humanistic and cultural traditions, showing how these can lead to a
nuanced understanding of how we relate to our surroundings on a day-to-day basis. The authors also explore how human geography is currently
influenced by 'postmodern' ideas stressing difference and diversity. While taking the importance of these different approaches seriously as ways
of thinking about the role of place in peoples' everyday lives, the book also tries to encapsulate what has been so vibrant and exciting about
human geography over the last couple of decades. By using examples to which students can relate - such as how they imagine and represent
their home, the way they avoid certain spaces, how they move through retail spaces, where they choose to go to university, how they use the
Internet, how they represent other nations and so on - the authors show how geography shapes everyday life in a manner that is seemingly
mundane yet profoundly important.
Mobility, Space and Culture
Geography
People, the Earth, Environment, and Technology. C-Cor
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The Global Politics of Climate Change Adaptation in Bangladesh
Contemporary Policy and Practice
Politics

Over the past ten to fifteen years there has emerged an increasing concern with mobility in the social
sciences and humanities. In Mobility, Space and Culture, Peter Merriman provides an important and
timely contribution to the mobilities turn in the social sciences, encouraging academics to rethink the
relationship between movement, embodied practices, space and place. The book takes an
interdisciplinary approach, drawing upon theoretical and empirical work from across the social
sciences and humanities to provide a critical evaluation of the relationship between 'mobility' and
'place'/'site', reformulating places as in process, open, and dynamic spatial formations. Merriman
draws upon post-structuralist writings on space, practice and society to demonstrate how movement
is not simply practised or experienced in relation to space and time, but gives rise to rhythms,
forces, atmospheres, affects and materialities which are often more crucial to embodied
apprehensions of events than sensibilities of spatiality and temporality. He draws upon detailed
empirical research on experiences of, and social reactions to, driving in late Victorian and Edwardian
Britain to trace how the motor-car became associated with sensations of movement-space and
enmeshed with debates about embodiment, health, visuality, gender and politics. The book will be
essential reading for undergraduates and postgraduates studying mobility in sociology, geography,
cultural studies, politics, transport studies, and history.
This book re-frames a geography specialist's subject knowledge as a school subject, outlining
practices and approaches that will help the new teacher effectively communicate that knowledge in
real classrooms.
Geography Today provides a thoughtful and thorough introduction to the study of geography—from
maps and technology to the study of different cultures, political systems, and economies, and an
investigation of plate tectonics and climate systems. Provides readers with a concise explanation of
geography concepts as laid out in the U.S. National Geography Standards Provides real-world
examples of geography in action Contains numerous resources to help readers fully understand the
study of geography in the 21st century. Includes an A-to-Z quick reference section that enables
students to dive deeper into specific terms, themes, and concepts
In response to the credit crunch during the global financial crisis of 2007–2008, many have called for
the re-establishment of regional banks in the UK and elsewhere. In this context, Germany’s regional
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banking system, with its more than 1,400 small and regional savings banks and cooperative banks, is
viewed as a role model in the financing of small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs). However, in
line with the ‘death of distance’ debate, the universal application of ICT-based scoring and rating
systems potentially obviates the necessity for proximity to reduce information asymmetries between
banks and SMEs, calling into question the key advantage of regional banks. Utilising novel
ethnographic findings from full-time participant observation and interviews, this book presents
intimate insights into regional savings banks and compares their SME lending practices with large,
nationwide-operating commercial banks in Germany. The ethnographic insights are contextualised by
concise description of the three-pillar German banking system, covering bank regulation, structural
and geographical developments, and enterprise finance. Furthermore, the book advances an original
theoretical approach that combines classical banking theories with insights from social studies of
finance on the (ontological) foundation of new realism. Ethnographic findings reveal varying
distances of credit granting depending on the rating results, i.e. large banks allocate considerable
credit-granting authority to local staff and therefore challenge the proximity advantages of regional
banks. Nevertheless, by presenting case studies of lending to SMEs, the book demonstrates the
ability of regional banks to capitalise on proximity when screening and monitoring financially
distressed SMEs and explains why the suggestion that ICT can substitute for proximity in SME
lending has to be rejected.
A 12-Volume Set
People and Place
Ethnographic Insights from a Comparison of Regional and Large Banks in Germany
Encyclopedia of Geography Terms, Themes, and Concepts
A Place for Humility
People, Place, and Culture 9th Edition with AP Study Guide and Human Geography in Action 5th
Edition Set
From the Arctic to the South China Sea, states are vying to secure sovereign rights over vast maritime stretches, undersea
continental plates, shifting ice flows, airspace, and the subsoil. Conceiving of sovereign space as volume rather than area, the
contributors to Voluminous States explore how such a conception reveals and underscores the three-dimensional nature of
modern territorial governance. In case studies ranging from the United States, Europe, and the Himalayas to Hong Kong,
Korea, and Bangladesh, the contributors outline how states are using airspace surveillance, maritime patrols, and
subterranean monitoring to gain and exercise sovereignty over three-dimensional space. Whether examining how militaries
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are digging tunnels to create new theaters of operations, the impacts of climate change on borders, or the relation between
borders and nonhuman ecologies, they demonstrate that a three-dimensional approach to studying borders is imperative for
gaining a fuller understanding of sovereignty. Contributors. Debbora Battaglia, Franck Billé, Wayne Chambliss, Jason Cons,
Hilary Cunningham (Scharper), Klaus Dodds, Elizabeth Cullen Dunn, Gastón Gordillo, Sarah Green, Tina Harris, Caroline
Humphrey, Marcel LaFlamme, Lisa Sang Mi Min, Aihwa Ong, Clancy Wilmott, Jerry Zee
What is the future of food in light of growing threats from the climate emergency and natural resource depletion, as well as
economic and social inequality? This textbook engages with this question, and considers the complex relationships between
food, place, and space, providing students with an introduction to the contemporary and future geographies of food and the
powerful role that food plays in our everyday lives. Geographies of Food explores contemporary food issues and crises in all
their dimensions, as well as the many solutions currently being proposed. Drawing on global case studies from the Majority
and Minority Worlds, it analyses the complex relationships operating between people and processes at a range of
geographical scales, from the shopping decisions of consumers in a British or US supermarket, to food insecurity in SubSaharan Africa, to the high-level political negotiations at the World Trade Organization and the strategies of giant American
and European agri-businesses whose activities span several continents. With over 60 color images and a range of lively
pedagogical features, Geographies of Food is essential reading for undergraduates studying food and geography.
This volume traces the complexity of social geography in both its historical and present contexts, whilst challenging readers
to reflect critically on the tensions that run through social geographic thought. Organized to provide a new set of conceptual
lenses through which social geographies can be discussed Presents an original intervention into the debates about social
geography Highlights the importance of social geography within the broader field of geography
This book compares how the social consequences of climate change are similarly unevenly distributed within China and the
United States, despite different political systems. Focusing on the cases of Atlanta, USA, and Jinhua, China, Julia Teebken
explores a set of path-dependent factors (lock-ins), which hamper the pursuit of climate adaptation by local governments to
adequately address the root causes of vulnerability. Lock-ins help to explain why adaptation efforts in both locations are
incremental and commonly focus on greening the environment. In both these political systems, vulnerability appears as a
core component along with the reconstitution of a class-based society. This manifests in the way knowledge and political
institutions operate. For this reason, Teebken challenges the argument that China’s environmental authoritarian structures
are better equipped in dealing with matters related to climate change. She also interrogates the proposition that certain
aspects of the liberal democratic tradition of the United States are better suited in dealing with social justice issues in the
context of adaptation. Overall, the book’s findings contradict the widespread assumption that developed countries necessarily
have higher adaptive capacity than developing or emerging economies. This volume will be of great interest to students and
scholars of climate justice and vulnerability, climate adaptation and environmental policy and governance.
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